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Winter is a great time to relish the beautiful sights of snow-covered streets and experience the
magnificent white aura of the place. But that does not mean that winter holidays cannot be exciting
and thrilling!

Queensland, located in the north-east of New Zealand is a mesmerizing holiday destination for the
travellers who wish to partake in the most stimulating sport of skiing. The town brims with some
outstanding skiing spots that allow numerous activities and offer incessant amusement to the
travellers booking tickets to Queenstown in the winter season.

Read below to know about some most popular and visited skiing spots that make travellers dig for
cheap tickets to New Zealand.

Cardrona

Cardrona is a fantastic skiing spot located about an hour drive from Queenstown. The eye-pleasing
sceneries, far-stretched sheets of snow and cheerful ambience at the Cardrona fill the heart of the
travellers with tremendous excitement.  Being situated at a 1669 m high altitude, Cardrona
experiences the best snowfall in New Zealand and features many half tubes, bounces and rails that
bestow great skiing pleasure to the visitors.

Remarkables

Hordes of travellers book advance cheap flight tickets to Queenstown in order to visit the most
exciting and amusing skiing park of the New Zealand, Remarkables. After the Cardrona, the
Remarkables experiences the second best snowfall in the country. It remains in the limelight due to
its astonishing palisades, striking valleys and amazing ride lines. For the nature devotees, a walk up
to the cliff of the Remarkables is surely worthwhile as it offers fantastic views of the â€œDouble Coneâ€• -
two sister peaks. Apart from this, the park also features many fun activities for the kids such as cool
jumps, tunnels, trails and a bouncy castle to name a few.

Coronet Peak

Coronet Peak is another excellent option for skiers booking cheap tickets to Queenstown.  The
Peak offers the longest hours on the snow and brims with wonderful landscapes, exciting activities
and a multi-ethnic ambience to enjoy and celebrate. Apart from this, Coronet Peak is world-
renowned for its winter events, which adds a pinch of excitement to the holidays of the travellers.
The Lindauer Queenstown Winter Festival is one of the finest winter celebrations and is sure to
append to the fun quotient of holiday makers.

Treble Cone

Extended over three large basins close to Wanaka, Treble Cone greets swarms of holiday makers
every year with the best of skiing activities.  The various attractions at the Treble Cone such as 21
trails, a terrain park, 2 chair lifts, 2 surface lifts and a snowmaking machine are impressively
charming and offer great fun to the visitors. Novice skiers visiting the Treble Cone may enjoy at the
extended gentle slanting area at the base of the resort whereas veteran skiers can flaunt their
daredevilry at various thrilling trails at the Treble Cone.
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So plan your next winter holidays in Queenstown and enjoy the slippery, sloppy trails of one of the
most exciting towns in the world!
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